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The Mystery of Vinowara
Exploratory Climbing in the Cordillera Real

(Plates 47-50)

The fIrst expedition in the history of mountaineering to use the unco
operative llama for transport took place in Bolivia's then largely

unexplored Cordillera Real. During that very successful Austro-German
expedition of 1928, which knocked off three of the 6000m 'giants' in this
Royal Range, Ahlfeld and Hein made the fIrst ascent of a prominent snow
and ice peak that they believed to be the highest in the range of mountains
south of Chachacomani (6074m). They christened their peak Vinowara,
after the marshy plain where they set up their base camp south-east of the
mountain. However, their published survey of the area still left it unclear as
to where exactly they had climbed.

No mountaineers were subsequently to set foot in this Vinowara Group
until 1964, when Ichiyou Mukou's Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
Expedition approached from the altiplano to the west and, somewhat
confusingly, claimed the fIrst ascents of both Vinowara and Jallawaya. The
latter was a neighbouring mountain to which the Japanese gave a height of
5940m. Existing reference sources, such as the less than accurate Southern
Cordillera Real by Pecher and Schiemand and Cordillera Real de los Andes by
the legendary French alpinist Alain Mesili, have added to this confusion
by talking about the 'Vinohuara Group'. This name has also been adopted
by Jill Neate in her scholarly work Mountaineering in the Andes. Both the
IGM and a more recent but less accurate Cordova map to the region
introduced a new spin to the puzzle by referring to the range as Warawarani
or Keakeani and designating the East Summit of Jachcha Pata as the highest
at 5670m.

With such a confusing situation in existence, this little-known range of
mountains, having almost 50 tops above 5000rn between the Chachacomani
Pass and the Jankho Kkota Valley, seemed an ideal spot for an exploratory
expedition tackling new routes and unclimbed summits. OTT Expeditions
and their resident agent in La Paz, Juan Villerroel, head of the loosely
formed Bolivian Association of Guides, thought so as well and so a small
commercially-organised expedition was born. In contrast to many of the
high-prome commercial operations that command attention these days, it
was hoped that the Bolivian adventure would be more in the spirit of
traditional mountaineering, as well as having a minimal impact on the area.
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Fortunately for exploratory mountaineers, though perhaps not for com
mercial operators, it is only a small minority that wants to climb peaks of
which no one has ever heard. It was therefore a delight that our eventual
three 'clients', Brian Gebruers, Dave Liddall and Robert Hester, were all
competent climbers with Alpine experience who wanted something
different.

Formerly known as a country of political instability (187 coups in its 157
years of independence), and for romantic revolutionaries (Che Guevara)
and staggering economic inflation (around 24,000 percent in 1985), Bolivia
has now established itself as a stable democracy, though with a per capita
income of around $900 it still remains one of the poorest countries in the
World. I had fIrst visited Bolivia shortly after the Falklands conflict, climbed
peaks at both ends of the Real and been enchanted by both the country and
its people. Although my experiences in 1982 had involved a total transport
strike, a blockade of the city and fInally a military coup, I would later still
consider La Paz to be perhaps my favourite city.

By 1996 things had changed. The city had undoubtedly got to grips with
the 20th Century and a number of the small wood-built shops had been'
transformed into glass-fronted boutiques. The bowler-hatted women in
traditional dress still sat knitting on the pavement, though their wares tended
to be more in the line of Walkmans rather than the characteristic chicken
wings, birds' eggs or sheep's heads. Even the old witches' market seemed
to be a trifle short on the infamous dried llama foetus. However, the atmos
phere was still full of life, colour and friendly hospitality, leaving me once
again favourably impressed. And I still enjoyed the lazy luxury of
'convenience acclimatisation' - the ability to acclimatise to an altitude of
c3700m by rigorously following a wonderfully decadent programme of
simply lying in bed or spending hours relaxing in the various cafes and bars.

Inevitably, the place also has its downside. In 1982 El Alto was the world's
highest international airport, its super-long runway set in splendid isolation
on the windswept altiplano directly above the bowl of La Paz. However,
around the start of this decade a bad summer drought, followed by a year
of heavy floods, resulted in a massive crop failure which forced campesinos
from the altiplano to take up residence on the fringes of the capital. By
1996 the conurbation of El Alto was the fourth largest and the fastest
growing city in Bolivia.

The large campesino community also has the highest infant mortality rate
in South America. Those who survive could benefIt from the now compul
sory primary education system but in fact only 2% either make it or are
allowed to make it through school. University courses are scheduled for a
regulatory fIve years but generally last much longer; student unrest is rife
and colleges can often shut down for six months at a time. Rich kids, not
surprisingly, get sent to the USA. La Paz now has a resident English moun
taineering expert in the form of ex-Walsall newspaper journalist Yossi Brain.
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Yossi had recently visited our proposed area and was able to talk know
ledgeably about a new access road. In the past, one of the main deterrents
to visiting the Vinowara region had been the relatively lengthy access time.
Although an approach straight off the altiplano would be quick and easy,
this particular area has long been associated with campesino problems.
Foreigners, or even Bolivian non-locals, are far from welcome.

For this reason most climbers have approached from the east. On this
side of the range, draining into the jungle, the village people are far more
hospitable and detached from modern life, and still pursue traditional
Aymara and Inca customs. Until recently an approach by this route involved
up to three days' walking - a lot by Bolivian standards - but a newly
constructed extension to an old mining road has reduced this considerably.
Yossi had recent pictures of the area which showed several enticing
objectives as well as the extent to which glacial recession had drastically
affected many of the original routes on the north side of lower peaks climbed
in the early 1970s. He also told me about Liam O'Brien.

O'Brien, an American cartographer, mountaineer and until recently a
well-known resident of La Paz, had in October the previous year made a
two-day traverse of the northern section of the Vinowara range. With two
Bolivian guides he had crossed over eight peaks on his journey to Jiskho
Pata and from there made what he believed to be the first ascent of a high
unnamed summit. Yossi had obtained the coordinates and located this
peak on the IGM map a little to the south-east of the fabled Jachcha Pata.

We drove from La Paz on 30 June for a 15-16 day stay in the mountains
and two days later left Base Camp at 4am for our fIrst acclimatisation climb.
Since arriving in the country the lads had appeared alarmingly fIt and
somewhat depressingly immune to the effects of an ever-decreasing supply
of oxygen, so it was not without a certain sense of relief that I watched
them hit the 5000m 'wall'. Above, progress was imperceptible and when
we fInally arrived at our c5385m summit it seemed apt to christen it Pico
Perseverance.

In the company of either Juan Villerroel or the New Zealand/Bolivian
guide Erik Monasterio our group made eight ascents. Three were new routes
and one was a previously unclimbed summit. Our best route was undoubt
edly the South Face of Wila Lloje, which proved similar to a somewhat
shorter version of the North Face of the Triolet. With Brian and Robert,
respectively oil man and psychiatrist, opting for a rest, Juan, myself and
policeman Dave Liddall set out from camp at 7am on 12 July, approaching
the foot of the face in three hours up an uncomplicated glacier. Tying Dave
in the middle, Juan and myself led through up perfect neve to beneath a
steep rock barrier where we slanted up right between seracs to reach the
centre of the face. Conditions changed as we met classic Andean snow.
Almost bottomless unconsolidated powder can lie at angles up to 70° and
is decidedly unnerving to climb at fIrst, until you realise that after a
month or so of generally fIne weather it is just not going to avalanche
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- a phenomenon seemingly peculiar to the Andes. Odd strips of ice proved
technically harder but offered some security in the form of ice screw belays.
Higher, the sun had crusted a thin veneer over the powder, making climbing
relatively straightforward but belays largely illusory. Only deadmen the
size of dustbin lids would have offered any security, so it was very definitely
a case of the leader shall not fall. At one point I suggested to our rugged
policeman that our best form of security would be to clove-hitch him round
the waist and bury him horizontally as a belay. Being a bit of a spoil-sport
he made some pathetic excuse and we were forced to continue as before,
tip-toeing on egg shells to the summit.

The long equatorial night b~gan as we set off on our descent, attempting
to reverse the original 1970 Japanese route northwards into an unknown
valley. Once off the glacier it was nice to be able to relax slightly and leave
route finding to our hawk-eyed local. Eighteen hours after leaving we
stumbled back to our camp and collapsed into bed.

With only three days remaining and a promise to keep to the other
members, a much needed rest was not on the programme. After six hours'
sleep we all breakfasted, repacked and set off on a journey through the
northern part of the range. Initially we reversed the previous night's struggle,
this time threading a better route through rough ground and moraine,
admiring the spectacular mountain scenery in glorious weather. 1'h days
and several glaciers later we had clipped the summit of Jiskho Pata and
were setting up camp below the south-east face of a prominent fm-like peak
which Yossi had marked as O'Brien's coordinates.

Never knowing what the morrow might bring, Brian and I set off that
afternoon in an attempt to reach Jachcha Pata. A col, some moderate but
icy slopes, steeper mixed ground and a plod up a glacier bowl led to beneath
the summit ridge. A 60° slope with a steeper mushy exit gave access to
easier ground and we walked up to where the ridge became steep and rocky.
After one false start we took it direct - a great scramble in crampons up an
exposed crest of rough blocky granite to a summit with no cairn. We felt
very much in the heart of the range. The great bulk of Sir Martin Conway's
'Chisel Peak' (Chachacomani) lay close at hand. Clouds swept up from
the jungle, yet to the west the view extended uninterrupted over the altiplano
to Lake Titicaca and beyond. Strangely, a superb high peak rose to the
north-east. Not on any map, its location has baffied me ever since. We
arrived back at camp after dark. Next morning's plans to bag O'Brien's
peak before walking out to the Vinowara plains were unfortunately thwarted
by illness.

On our return to the UK I managed to track down O'Brien's report. Lo
and behold his coordinates did not match the fin at all but the East Summit
of Jachcha Pata which we had climbed. He had also done some detective
work. Replotting, enlarging and superimposing existing expedition maps,
he quickly realised that the Vinowara and Jallawaya of the Japanese were
in fact the 5458m Himacina West and the 5670m Jachcha Pata, the heights
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of all the peaks climbed by this 1964 expedition having been overestimated
by c250m. The Austrian Vinowara corresponded exactly to Jiskho Pata
(5508m) - perhaps they had limited visibility on reaching the summit. As
Jachcha Pata actually lies above the source of the Jallawaya River, it would
seem that the original Japanese name for this 5670m peak is perfectly
appropriate. With such a strong tradition of naming a mountain range after
its highest peak, it seems logical that we should henceforth refer to this
region as the Jallawaya Range and so put an end once and for all to the
confusion that has reigned here for the last 70 years.

Summary: Brian Gebruers, Lindsay Griffm, Dave Liddall and Robert
Rester accompanied throughout by either Juan Villerroel or Erik Monasterio
explored the Jallawaya Range of the Cordillera Real in July 1996. Eight
ascents were made: Pico 5385m (Pico Perseverance: F+), Cerro Wila Lloje
II (5580m: PD), Pico 5550m (new route via South-East Couloir), Cerro
Pacokeuta East and Main (5565m and 5589m: PD+/AD-), Warawarini
IV (c5480m: fIrst ascent of mountain), Pico 5580m (new route via West
Couloir: AD+ Scottish III), Cerro Wila Lloje (5596m: new route up South
Face: TD- 65-70°) and Jallawaya I (5,670m: PD+).



47. Peaks of the Central Cordillera Real seen from above the Jankho Kkota lake and mining road.
(Lindsay Griffin) (p163)

48. On the SE Face of Pacokeuta, Central Cordillera Real. (Lindsay Griffin) (P163)
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49. Excellent conditions on the SE Face

of Pacokeuta, Central Cordillera Real,
Bolivia. (Lindsay Griffin) (P163)

50. The Central Cordillera Real seen from the Island of the Sun on Lake Titicaca:
left Chearoco, centre Chachacomani, far right the long flat-topped peak of Jallawaya.
(Lindsay Griffin) (p163)
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